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Over 40 years ago, Loeb and colleagues proposed that errors in DNA
replication produce a mutator phenotype that is involved in generating the
multiple mutations required for tumor development. In this issue of the JCI,
Li, Castrillon, and colleagues describe a mouse model containing a single
base change in the gene encoding replicative DNA polymerase ε (POLE) that
mimics the “ultramutator” phenotype recently reported in many human
tumors. Their seminal accomplishment validates Loeb’s hypothesis and the
use of mutational signatures to understand the origins and potentially the
treatment of human tumors, and it offers an exciting opportunity to further
explore the mechanisms responsible for normal DNA replication fidelity and
their perturbations.

Single base substitution in
the mouse model of DNA
polymerase

In humans, the POLEP286R mutation is
associated with several tumor types
whose genomes have an “ultramutator”
phenotype (1, 2), wherein the genomic
base substitution frequency is much higher
than anticipated by loss of the proofreading activity of DNA polymerase ε (POL ε)
alone. Moreover, the POLEP286R mutation
is present in only 1 copy of the POLE gene
and is dominant over the other, WT allele.
Li et al. (3) have constructed a mouse
model containing a single base substitution mutation that changes a proline to an
arginine in the N-terminal domain of Pole.
This domain encodes the 3′ exonuclease
that proofreads mismatches made during
nuclear DNA replication. The authors
report that fibroblasts from heterozygous
PoleP286R mice senesce earlier than do
those from WT animals, but that markers
of DNA damage are not elevated. Impressively, the mice harbor the heterozygous
PoleP286R mutation from highly malignant
tumors of diverse lineages, and these

appear with short latency. Importantly,
these tumors have the highest base substitution frequencies of any monoallelic
mouse model of human cancer observed
to date, up to 100 substitutions per
megabase. In addition, only two of a predicted 41 mice lacking the WT allele of
Pole were live-born, and they harbored
independent malignancies with even
larger numbers of mutations. Overall, the
data imply that the PoleP286R mutation does
not block DNA replication but results
in much higher levels of replicationdependent point mutations that are initially biologically silent but quickly result
in widespread tumorigenesis. These conclusions strongly support Loeb’s mutator
hypothesis for cancer (4); they are consistent with epidemiological data published last year implying that DNA replication errors may account for two-thirds
of the mutations found in human cancers
(5), and they validate the use of human
tumor mutational signatures seen in
numerous recent studies aimed at understanding the origins and, potentially, the
treatment of tumors.
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As nicely discussed by Li et al. for their
new mouse model and also considered
recently for humans (2, 6), the ultramutator phenotype potentially provides new
opportunities for developing more effective treatments for tumors exhibiting this
phenotype. As an initial thought, it might
be interesting to determine whether any
of the many mutations that accumulate
in tumors from the heterozygous mice,
or perhaps even those in the rare hemizygous mice, are also seen among extragenic “escape from error extinction” (eex)
mutants found that suppress the mutator
phenotype exhibited by proofreadingdeficient yeast Pol ε (7). If so, those mutations could be suppressors of the extremely high mutability observed in PoleP286R cells
that allow the ultramutator mice to live
long enough to develop tumors, potentially
offering insights into how those tumors
might be treated.

Fidelity of DNA replication

The new mouse model also presents
opportunities to obtain fundamental
mechanistic insights into DNA replication
fidelity. Replication fidelity depends on
three major processes: the ability of DNA
replicases to select the correct nucleotide,
exonucleolytic proofreading at a growing replication fork when an incorrect
nucleotide is inadvertently incorporated,
and DNA mismatch repair to correct mismatches that escape proofreading (8).

An effect on nucleotide
selectivity?

Among the many mammalian DNA polymerases identified, Pol ε is one of three
polymerases tasked with the bulk of
nuclear DNA replication (9). The crystal
structure of the catalytic domain of Pol ε
(ref. 10 and Figure 1) reveals that proline 286 is located in the amino-terminal
domain harboring the proofreading
exonuclease active site. This proline is
adjacent to and interacts with the thumb
domain of the polymerase that contacts
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Figure 1. X-ray crystal structure of DNA polymerase ε. X-ray crystal structure of the 142-kDa
N-terminal region of the catalytic subunit of
yeast DNA polymerase ε (10). Yeast proline 301 is
homologous to human proline 286, which is highlighted in green. The catalytic residues for the 3′
exonuclease activity are shown in red. They are
located 38.2 Å away from the polymerase active
site. See text for further descriptions.

the duplex primer stem of the growing
DNA. Given this location and the key role
for prolines in determining the structures
of proteins (ref. 11 and references therein), it is possible that substitution of arginine for proline at this location alters the
polymerase structure and reduces nucleotide selectivity at the polymerase active
site located some distance away, thereby
contributing to the ultramutagenesis
observed in the PoleP286R-mutant mouse.

Effects on proofreading and
processivity?

The POLEP286R mutation in humans also
clearly reduces the catalytic rate of the
exonuclease reaction in POLE (12). Curiously, however, the homologous PoleP301R
mutation in yeast results in a mutator
effect that is much greater than that seen
in an exonuclease-deficient Pol ε mutant
that is catalytically dead (13). This suggests that something more than a simple defect in proofreading by P286R Pol
ε alone reduces replication fidelity. One
possibility based on studies in yeast (refs.
14 and 15 and discussed more recently in
ref. 16) suggests that when a replicase generates mismatches, some of those errors
are removed by the proofreading activity
associated with another polymerase. If so,
then in addition to suppressing proofread-

ing by the mutant Pol ε itself, additional
reduction of such “extrinsic proofreading” could contribute to the ultramutator
phenotype observed in the heterozygous
Pol2P286R mutant. One way for this to happen would be to change the processivity
of replication, i.e., the number of consecutive dNTPs incorporated by a replicase
during a single cycle of association with
DNA – polymerization – dissociation from
DNA. Processivity depends on polymerase
residues that interact with the DNA substrate, among which may be certain residues in the N-terminal domain of Pol ε
clearly associated with ultramutagenesis
(17). Is it possible that the P286R Pol ε
mutant enzyme has increased processivity? If so, this might explain the paucity
of insertion/deletion mutations observed
in the Pol2P286R mice (3), because processivity correlates with replication fidelity
for insertion/deletion errors (18). More
important, enhanced processivity could
promote base-base mismatch extension,
while excluding proofreading, by the heterozygous P286R Pol ε mutant polymerase
itself and/or proofreading by the remaining WT Pol ε or by Pol δ.

Effects due to altered dNTP
pools?

An additional and nonexclusive hypothesis is that the presence of the Pol2P286R
may lead to changes in the absolute and/
or relative concentrations of dNTPs.
When dNTP pools become unbalanced
(e.g., excess dGTP over dATP), nucleotide
selectivity can be affected, such that replicases generate more mismatches (e.g., via
misinsertion of dGTP rather than dATP
opposite template T) to increase the mutation rate. In addition to unbalanced dNTP
pools, absolute dNTP concentrations are
important. For example, the noncatalytic
C-terminal domain of Pol ε is essential for
checkpoint control, a process that halts
replication and increases all four dNTP
concentrations to ultimately allow replication and promote yeast survival at the
expense of a mutator phenotype (19).
In a recent review article, Barbari and
Shcherbakova (6) mention the unpublished observation that hypermutability in
yeast is not caused by expansion of dNTP
pools, so this latter explanation may be less
likely. Nonetheless, it would be interesting to examine dNTP concentra-

tions in Pol2P286R mouse cells, because
even small and/or transient changes in
dNTP concentrations can strongly affect
replication fidelity.

Effects on mismatch repair?

It is also possible that the Pol2P286R mutation may affect a third determinant of
replication fidelity, DNA mismatch repair.
Although the major eukaryotic DNA polymerase used to correctly resynthesize
DNA after a mismatch has been excised is
thought to be Pol δ (reviewed in ref. 20), a
role for Pol ε in mismatch repair has also
been suggested (e.g., see ref. 21). Perhaps
more important, because mismatch repair
in E. coli can be readily saturated by excess
replication errors due to a proofreading
defect (22), it seems possible that mismatch repair in mammals could also be
saturated in the Pol2P286R mutant, thereby
contributing to the ultramutator phenotype. Consistent with compromised mismatch repair, Hodel et al. (23) recently
reported that suppression of mismatch
repair was sufficient to drive explosive
mutation accumulation in human cells
lacking a single Pole proofreading allele,
and Haradhvala et al. (24) recently identified two previously unexplained Cosmic
database mutational signatures in tumors
arising from loss of polymerase proofreading followed by subsequent loss of
mismatch repair.

Wide-ranging implications and
applications of this approach

As discussed by Li et al., the approach they
have taken in mice is potentially applicable
to study any of several other ultramutators
described in the human database, including other POLE ultramutators suggested
to bind to DNA and whose homologs in
yeast reduce replication fidelity (17). The
ultramutator phenotype of the Pol2P286R
mutant might also partially reflect altered
interactions of the POLE catalytic subunit
with any of several other proteins at the
replication fork, including the three noncatalytic subunits of the POLE holoenzyme, or
any of dozens of other proteins involved in
replication (25), several of which are known
to affect genome stability. It is also possible that expression levels of mutant and
WT Pole may vary in a transient manner,
thereby contributing to the ultramutator
phenotype observed in tumors. Finally,
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while the current evidence strongly suggests that the Pol2P286R-mutant mouse
has highly error-prone replication that
promotes cancer, Pol ε is also reported to
function in several DNA repair reactions
that can affect genome stability, including base excision repair, nucleotide excision repair, and repair of dsDNA breaks
(reviewed in ref. 1). Regardless of whether the final explanation(s) are related to
the above considerations or something
yet to be appreciated, Li et al. have now
provided an outstanding opportunity
to further explore the contribution of
ultramutagenesis to carcinogenesis and
its treatment and to better understand
eukaryotic DNA replication fidelity.
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